
DANO Network Joins List of Media Giants
Utilizing Web3 Technologies

LOS ANGELES, CA, USA, April 30, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- DANO Network,

a leading AVOD entertainment

platform, has recently announced its

adoption of Web3 technologies, joining

the ranks of other media giants such as

Netflix and Hulu. This move marks a

significant step towards the integration

of blockchain and decentralized

technologies in the entertainment

industry.

With the use of Web3 technologies,

DANO Network will be able to offer its

users a more secure and transparent

platform for streaming their favorite

shows and movies. This includes the

use of blockchain for content

distribution, ensuring that creators are

fairly compensated for their work.

Additionally, Web3 technologies allow for a more personalized viewing experience, as users can

have more control over their data and preferences.

One of the most exciting possibilities that Web3 technologies bring to the table for AVOD

platforms like DANO Network is the ability to offer pay-per-view and e-commerce options at a

lower cost. With the use of blockchain, transactions can be made directly between the content

creators and consumers, eliminating the need for intermediaries and reducing banking fees. This

will ultimately result in lower prices for pay-per-view and e-commerce services, making it more

accessible for users.  Furthermore, content owners and filmmakers on the DANO Network

receive their earnings promptly into their cryptocurrency wallets when making sales for pay-per-

view, merchandise, and tickets.  

Moreover, the use of Web3 domains allows businesses like DANO Network to truly own their

domain, as opposed to the traditional method of paying annual fees to a central authority. This

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://danotvads.com


The free streaming tv platform created by

filmmakers.

gives businesses more control over

their online presence and eliminates

the risk of losing their domain due to

non-payment. This shift towards

decentralized ownership is a game-

changer for the internet and will pave

the way for a more fair and open

online landscape.

DANO Network's adoption of Web3

technologies is a significant

development in the entertainment

industry and sets a precedent for other

media companies to follow suit. With

the potential for a more secure,

transparent, and cost-effective

platform, the future of AVOD

entertainment looks promising. DANO

Network is excited to be at the forefront of this technological shift and looks forward to providing

its users with an enhanced viewing experience.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/707578923
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